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... vital decisions must be made between the drawing board concept of a range instrumentation system for a specific launch, and the final countdown at the Atlantic Missile Range.

The Systems Engineers of Pan Am's Guided Missiles Range Division are entrusted with these important assignments. They must develop systems studies for each new concept, prepare specifications, provide technical direction of contracted instrumentation for the Air Force, and phase it into operational status.

These varied programs encompass three major disciplines:

- **data acquisition**, utilizing CW and pulse radar, optics, infrared, telemetry, and navigation.
- **data handling**, including real-time transmission and computation, post-flight data processing, and data display.
- **data support**, covering RFI, timing, command control and communications engineering.

Decision-making engineers with a minimum of 3 years applicable experience are invited to consider these important systems engineering positions.

For further information, write in confidence to Dr. Charles Carroll, Dept. 87H.